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As a neighbor of China across South China Sea, located in the marginal area of 
Southeast Asia, with a relatively undeveloped economy, the Philippines during 
precolonial period had had with China relations which had not been too close 
compared with those other parts of Southeast Asia had had with China contemporarily. 
After procuring the mastery of that archipelago, the Spaniards brought there much 
American silver. Because the usage of silver in China became more and more popular, 
Chinese merchants kept their eyes on the silver brought to those islands by Spaniards 
who in return desired to acquire qualitatively nice Chinese goods such as silks, 
porcelain, etc. for consumption or traffic to such places as Americas. Therefore 
booming was the Philippine-China trade which went mainly by way of American 
silver for Chinese merchandise. As the trade developed, the political and cultural 
intercurse between the Philippines and China became frequent. Comprehensive 
discussion of Philippine(Spanish)-China relations (from the sixteenth to seventeenth 
century), and deep research into how those two empires from the West and East 
respectively interacted with each other, are not only of great significance academically, 
but maybe historically instructive. 
In order to get deep knowledge of the Philippine(Spanish)-China relations during 
the aforesaid period, and to restore the historical facts, this dissertation takes as 
research target the policies toward China of Philippine colonial authorities during the 
abovementioned period, comprehensively narrating the contents of the policies 
enforced by Philippine colonial authorities in the process of 
Philippine(Spanish)-China intercourse in different stages on different fields, deeply 
and systematically discussing the background and process of the shaping of the 
policies, the factors which affect the constitution and enforcement of them, the 
efficiency of the enforcement, etc., combining vertical historical context and 













Philippine(Spanish)-China relations during the aforesaid period. 
After retrospect of such background factors as precolonial Philippine-China 
relations, Spaniards’ knowledge of China before their arrival in East Asia, and the 
process of establishment of Spanish-Philippine colonial regime, this dissertation sets 
about to discuss the policies toward China of Philippine colonial authorities politically, 
economically and culturally, emphatically narrating the political attitudes to China, 
and the security precautions against the Chinese in the Philippines, of Philippine 
colonial authorities in different stages, and analyzing the Philippine(Spanish)-China 
official intercourse under different political attitudes; narrating the importance of 
Philippine-China trade, and the trade policy enforced by Philippine colonial 
authorities, and analyzing the different factors which affect the constitution of the 
trade policy; narrating the zeal of Christianizing China, the propositions of preaching 
in China by force, the dispute with Portuguese Jesuits on preaching tactics, and the 
role in China Rites Controversy, of Spanish discalced friars; finally analyzing and 
concluding the characteristics of the policies toward China of Philippine colonial 
authorities, probing into the internal relations of the policies toward China with 
Philippine(Spanish)-China relations. 
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